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OK, I'm with you, I like to use GNU/Linux, but it really is a MS thing, microsoft has been trying to
lock in Windows. You must have a law degree to lie like that to yer mom. Took the words right out of
my mouth, sister. Download WOT. (WOT = Windows On The Top) WOT got your attention, eh? It has
a whole slew of sneaky tricks up its sleeve to protect you from real-world malware. It kicks the crap
out of a lot of these stupid ersatz anti-malware programs, as well as Windows. Having a new OS
installed like Linux, can be a "pain in the ass". I would love to buy a old Laptop from about 6 years
ago.. However, I would not pay anyone for an install or even a point-and-click that Linux couldn't do
for free. What is Windows On The Top? Most folks, including me, had no idea. The first time I saw
"Windows On The Top" was when I was looking for something to do with Linux. WOT runs on top of
Windows. Oh, the irony. I would have expected to need a new OS to run Linux, but WOT lets you run
Linux as a complete desktop environment within Windows. You can surf the Internet, listen to music,
view photos, watch video and much more all while remaining within the familiar Windows GUI. How
does it work? Inside the System/Applications folder you will see four icons labeled WOT. Each of the
4 icons when clicked will show a set of options. Most of these options are for now. There are clearly
extensive changes coming in the future. What is Inside Windows On The Top? Actually, that's an
exact quote from the WOT: Windows on the Top home page. A quote that has apparently brought an
air of mystery to the event that the name implies. This web page mentions a number of things such
as: ... Open Source and Free Software ... uMatrix ... No Ads ... DNS Filtering ... and at the time of
this writing, Torrent websites. It seems like a great deal of the web pages the WOT is capable of
having are constantly in flux because of the myriad of legitimate
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